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Ayah 23


@ْ#َاَب َو9َ26َْ: َ=>َْ: 8َ9َ ۚ 26ََل 23َ4َذَ ا.(ِ ۖ إِ*(ُ) َْAا :ِBَ)CDََو (ِEِْF)* GHَ 2IَJِْ<َ@ KLِ َ#=ُ KJِ)9ا (ُْMَورَاَوَد 
#َن ُPِ2)Q9ا ُRِCْFُ$ Sَ (ُ)*َِاَي ۖ إ#ْU4َ GَEَVَْأ KX@َر

And she, in whose house he was, sought to seduce him. and said, "Come 
to me, you." He said, "[I seek] the refuge of Allah . Indeed, he is my master, 
who has made good my residence. Indeed, wrongdoers will not succeed."

The wife of the Aziz feel deeply in love with Yusuf ا$#"م &'(), so much so, 
that she couldn't control her emotions. 


(ُْMَورَاَوَد

She tried to seduce him
 and : و
she seduced him : راود-ُْ&
Verb : راوَد : gently lead to a trap
راوَد + ت + هُ
She tried to attract Yusuf indirectly; these advances are recognizable to 
men.
 

2IَJِْ<َ@ KLِ َ#=ُ KJِ)9ا
she, in whose house he was

 the one : ا34$ّ
This is a feminine pronoun, pointing to the wife of the Aziz
67 : he (Yusuf)
38 : in 
9:4'; : her house




This was a very awkward position for Yusuf; he was living in her house, as 
her servant. He was in contact with her all day, due to household chores. 

 (ِEِْF)* GHَ
By force

<) : by
&#=> : by force, exceeding her boundaries.
She did this by coming close physically.
This trial was more severe for Yusuf than the plot of the brothers. At that 
time, he had no choice but to be patient in the decree of allah. Whereas in  
this situation, he had to be patient in not committing a sin; he had to fight 
the temptation. 

@ْ#َاب َْAا :ِBَ)CDََو
She closed the doors

 and : و
?@َ(ّA : she locked 
Verb : BَC(Aَ : to lock securely
Bَ(َAَ means to lock, and BَC(Aَ with the shadda, puts more emphasis on the 
action. 
the doors : اE;6اب

Imagine a vast palace, with numerous doors, all locked, all the servants 
dismissed. It was complete isolation, with just the two of them. She made 
sure he couldn't get away from her. 
Yusuf didn't respond to her indirect advances, so she had to make it even 
more clear.

َو9َ26َْ: َ=>َْ: 8َ9َ
and said, "Come to me, you" 




 and : و
?$9F : she said
?'7 : come to me. This has two two meanings: 
• Gْ':ََ- : I am preparedَْت
• 9Iَ- : come to meل
J$ : for you

This situation was not easy for a woman of her rank. This desire was 
overpowering. Many factors contributed to this; she was young and 
beautiful. Yusuf was also young, inexperienced, and her slave, but he had 
a lot of self control. 
She ordered him to come to her; he was trapped in the palace, alone with 
her, and all the doors were locked. 

26ََل 23َ4َذَ ا.(ِ
He said, "[I seek] the refuge of Allah

9F : he saidل
 9IL : (I seek) refugeذ
Mا : (with) Allah 

These words were difficult to utter, surrounded by temptation. But Allah 
gave him the strength to seek His refuge to abstain from sinning. Allah 
made Yusuf see the situation as hateful instead of tempting.
If you are in a gathering where everyone is sinning, and you don't know 
how to escape, seek the refuge of Allah immediately.

إِ*(ُ) َر@KX أU4َ GَEَVَْْ#َاي
Indeed, He is my Master

&ُC>إ : indeed He



إنC + هُ
my Lord. This can refer to two things here : ر;3ّ
•  Allah the Most High
•  the Aziz
<#Pأ : the best
6َْSLَ : my abodeاي
6SLى + ي
6SL : abode, accommodationى
6U : hostي

Although the wife of Aziz was in the wrong, Yusuf was still polite to her. He 
said my Master gave me the best accommodation. 
The Mufassireen, the ones who interpret the  verses of the Quran, give this 
phrase two meanings : 
• Allah the Most High 
• the Aziz accommodated Yusuf, and took care of him
Yusuf didn't want to disobey Allah, who took care of him in the best way, by 
putting mercy and love for him in the heart of the Aziz. 
He also didn't want to betray the Aziz, by committing a sin with his wife, in 
his home. Yusuf wanted to show the wife the error of her ways, to make her 
feel guilty and desist. 

#َن ُPِ2)Q9ا ُRِCْFُ$ Sَ (ُ)*ِإ
Indeed, wrongdoers will not succeed

&ُC>إ : surely He 
إنC + هُ
V : does not
This is called W'89X$ا V, used for negation.
Y(=Z : succeed 



Verb : َY(ََ8 : to succeed
the unjust : ا$\9]6ن

Yusuf ا$#"م &'() did not preach to a specific nation, rather, he preaches 
throughout by showing us how to deal with the decree of Allah. We learn 
how to react to different situations in life. We also learn how to be patient in 
various circumstances. 
Allah does not send a trial on someone without preparing him and giving 
him the means to cope. It is upon the person to choose the right way and to 
avail the means. 
Yusuf didn't point fingers to her; he gave a general statement, that the 
unjust or wrongdoers never succeed. He didn't accuse her of injustice, 
even though that was what she was doing by betraying her husband. 
She was also doing herself an injustice by sinning. 
Disobedience to Allah creates an imbalance in life, whereas worshipping 
Allah restores the balance, making the whole body work in a streamlined 
manner. The legislations prescribed by Allah are to benefit us and protect 
us from harm. 
The trials of Yusuf are all plots against him, starting with his brothers, about 
which he was warned by his father.   




 



